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ATTENTION - PHASE ONE

TRAN SCEN DEN T ACTION  - PHASE FIVE

REM AKIN G - PHASE THREEPERCEPTION  DISTAN CE - PHASE TWO

REORIEN TATION  - PHASE FOUR
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- Demands and involves our complete presence and attention.
- Learn to pay attention to everyday signals happening to us 

and around us will improve perception demonstration.
- Increased perceptive ability strengthens discernment and 

right judgment that will create virtuous cycles of leadership 
inventories of capabilities and new millennium aptitudes.

- Anachronistic learning events teach us about universality 
ordering characteristics, co-creative participation, and the 
awareness of activated 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence, to 
draw upon all forms of knowledge in any given situation. 
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- Mentoring 'wisdom self' via transcendental action; to come full 
circle to a place of energetic or revelatory spiritual renewal, 
offers a metaphysical sense of increase and re-found stability.

- Desire to 'commune' with others comes from authentic power, 
not powerlessness or power-over; the faculty for excellence 
allows us to pour ourselves into servant leadership with grace.   
committed to the from not for identity so not to abandon one's 
spiritual autonomy or authority under pressure of change.

- Eliminate old thinking, processes, attachments, and beliefs by 
creating 'perception distance' allowing new information 
experiences, knowledge, and learning events.

- Examine what no longer serves us by overriding false truths, 
past stories, and limitations that we have become invested in, 
to release what has restricted consciousness maturation and 
human capital potential or self-actualization.

- Discipline to enter multidimensional time/space 'gaps' will 
strengthen the ability to redefine course of action, and 
become highly agile and confident in decision contexts. 

- Gain acute awareness of 'next steps' with fresh perspective 
and increased mental vigor. 

SUMMARY:  Researchers concur that 'inventories of capabilit ies' like new millennium apt itudes can manifest as collect ive intelligence, as we refer to 
psychic exchange levels of problem solving. But EQ emotional intelligence limitat ions will not allow the depth of personal, organizat ional, and systemic 
'capacity building' required for 21st Century challenges. Transformative power in business power means to draw upon all forms of knowledge in the more 
expansive generat ive relay methods involving transcendent human imaginat ion, confluence,  natural prophetic facult ies, and non-local sense-making 
relevant to the heurist ics of accelerated learning models at higher conduct ivity; to help 21 Century leaders enact transformational learning steps in 
redefined relevancy for a new millennium. Luminaries and  'new physics' science pioneers reveal that human consciousness and planetary subt le realit ies 
have coalesced to a collect ive ascendary phenomenon on Earth that will radically shift  how humans ascertain co-creat ive power and source knowledge. 
Visit :  ht tps://www.businesspsychic.net /changeoffice  

Transformat ive power in business enterprise represents epic 
opportunit ies to source knowledge in every aspect  of phase 
tooling as useful methodological phenomenon to unlock 
latent  power and implicit  intelligence energy-informat ion. 

'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence 'knowledge sourcing' signifies 
consciousness at the forefront of organizat ional development.  
But 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence does not evolve from 'EQ' 
emotional intelligence but is ascertained on ent irely different 
levels of access, ut ility, and outcomes meaning human 
execut ive funct ions operate fluidly by spat ial non-local 
consciousness albeit  discernible by the personality and higher 
mental modalit ies linking vision to act ionable outcomes. So, 
'21st Century Leaders' are being given the opportunity to 
establish new energet ic currencies that co-create soft  
infrastructures for generat ive outcomes that are meant to 
last? by our conscious engagement with new paradigms 
intended to carry us forward so that the foundation of 
conscious leadership and business enterprise is there for 
successive leaders to draw upon in mult iple decision contexts. 
Like authent icated mindful act ion, polyphonic 'DEI' strategic 
communicat ions, and collaborat ion skills development girding 
'funct ional wholism' organized literacy 'OI' and corporate 
social responsibility 'CSR' and  HR vocat ional training.

- Effectively use intrinsic psychic-tools of ?neutrality and 
objectivity' to remake and normalize new 'efficiency patterns', 
core values, and belief systems from a 'universal truth' 
perspective offers a period of regulation. Perceive intangible 
laws and formative forces as pertinent and relevant to decision 
contexts and manifestations of choice.

- Identify suitable and equalizing internal/ external conditions 
that guide the authoritative auspices to enact self or business 
as a responsive instrument. 

- Recognize conscious self-determination as the initiating factor 
to exercise co-creative power; investments in consciousness 
evolution; illuminates urges toward fulfilling positive action and 
strategic problem solving.

- Anchored awareness of our co-creative power that establishes 
a new way of demonstrating our continuous consciousness 
evolution through exacting human purpose. 

- Enriched conditions of heightened 'SQ' spiritual quota 
intelligence flowing in and through the surrounding 
atmosphere.

- Expansion and enlarging of spiritual vision concerning our 
evolving life as already enabled and perfected for purposed 
work in the world.

- Reorientation toward the ability to spiritually regenerate, and 
surrender to transformational processes, and self-realization.

- Irrevocable truths transferred to our hearts and innately 
stewarded can now become manifest to the greater benefit of 
all. The time to allow the input of others who can support new 
vision in ways that invite importance, purpose, and possibility.
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